GALLERY 1 - Kit Hung: Forever 17
Forever 17 Film Documentation

GALLERY 2 - Kit Hung: Forever 17
Kit Hung, Forever 17, NFS

DOWNSTAIRS HALLWAY - Kit Hung: Forever 17
Forever 17 Film Documentation

FOYER
Gary Sczerbaniewicz, Bridge to Total Freedom No. 3
(Diminishing Returns), $2800
Gary Sczerbaniewicz, Russell Targ, $2800
Susan Clinard, The Weight She Carries, $6500

GALLERY 3 - January Yoon Cho: The Walk Project
January Yoon Cho, We Have Traveled Afar, $3500
January Yoon Cho, The Desert Walk, POR
January Yoon Cho, Desolate Female, $3500
January Yoon Cho, Desolate Male, $3500
January Yoon Cho, Desert Power Plant, $3500

GALLERY 4 - Educational Center for the Arts:
Quartered

edlycenter.org
LOUNGE - Community Zine Library

GALLERY 5 - Brush & Palette Club: Figures & Faces
Candace Klein, Carla, $350
Diane Chandler, Jodi (Orange & Black), $700
Ruth Resnick Johnson, Keana, NFS
Heidi Harrington, Cheryl, $2500
Heidi Harrington, Sona, $2500
Eoin Burke, Beloved, POR
Eoin Burke, Beloved, POR
Eoin Burke, Beloved, POR
Carol Boynton, Girl on Chair, $450
Diane Chandler, Scrutiny, $600
Frank Bruckmann, Tuesday Model, NFS
Elena Gerard, Young Girl Seated, $500
Heidi Harrington, Murray, $3900
Elena Gerard, Woman in Heels Seated, $500
Todd Lyon, The Purple Turtleneck, $220 framed
Ruth Resnick Johnson, Jodene, NFS
Candace Klein, Sam, $350
Carol Boynton, Seth, $300
Frank Bruckmann, Sona, NFS
Todd Lyon, Sam at the Ely, $450 framed
Diane Chandler, Regal, $225
Ruth Resnick Johnson, Ernst, NFS
Ruth Resnick Johnson, A Man and A Woman, NFS
Carol Boynton, Jorgie, $400
Todd Lyon, Modern Woman, Vintage Kimono, $200 unframed
Todd Lyon, The Magnificent Mr. Carter, $220 unframed
Frank Bruckmann, Jorgie, NFS
Heidi Harrington, Seth, $2500

UPSTAIRS LANDING - Brush & Palette Club: Figures & Faces
Diane Chandler, The Designer, $900
Diane Chandler, Carla (Blue & Yellow), $750

UPSTAIRS HALLWAY - AKWAABA II
Gary Sczerbaniewicz, Resting Bitchface No.1, $2500
Gary Sczerbaniewicz, Archaeopteryx, $2500
Gary Sczerbaniewicz, LRH Tech, $2500
Shaunda Holloway, My Sister’s Keeper, $300
Susan Clinard, Baldwin’s Light, $1200

GALLERY 6 - AKWAABA II
Shaunda Holloway, Above The Hills And Valleys Chair, $300
Shaunda Holloway, AKWAABA LAMP, $450
Shaunda Holloway, Green Lady Table, $400
Shaunda Holloway, Mother and Sun Table, $300
Ridha Ali, Blue Chairs, POR
Ridha Ali, The Chair, POR

GALLERY 7 - AKWAABA II
Susan Clinard, Midnight March To The Supreme Court, $1500
Clymenza Hawkins, Teepee Chrysalis, $250
Shaunda Holloway, At Ease—Blue, $400
Shaunda Holloway, Above The Hills And Valleys Chair, $300
Shaunda Holloway, Keeping It Together Book Ends, $190
David Holzman, Structure 11, 2021, $500
David Holzman, Structure 15, 2021, $600
David Holzman, Structure 26, 2022, $700
David Holzman, Structure 27, 2022, $700
Susan Clinard, Hold On, $600
Susan Clinard, In Fear We Trust.Pandemic Family Portrait, NFS